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Dear Fellow Trojan:

As a Trojan Alumni, we feel a strong obligation to help preserve free enterprise in our State. We are especially concerned about the present governor's seeming willingness to disregard the private universities and their long recognized major role in higher education in California.

We believe our State needs Dick Nixon. We believe he is the best qualified to govern our nation's #1 State—he is a proven leader, an able administrator, and his integrity is unquestioned.

We believe Dick Nixon will eliminate wasteful, extravagant government; take decisive action; improve the economic and tax climate; and would never jeopardize, for political purposes, the needs and role of private higher educational institutions.

But, to win the election Dick Nixon needs energetic and enthusiastic support--to tell his story to all voters, regardless of party affiliation. Therefore, if you value the future of your State as highly as we think you do, we urge you to work for, and vote for Richard M. Nixon. Let's make our dedication to good government and our interest in our alma mater a part of the Nixon victory November 6.

Sincerely yours,

Francis D. Tappaan, Chairman
Trojan Alumni for Nixon Committee
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Nixon for Governor

Date: 10/29

To: Rose

From: Sammy

Subject: Mailing


This mailing went out to 125,000 members of the California Teachers Association.
To The Members of the California Teachers' Association:

It is a great privilege to exchange ideas with California's public school teachers, and I want very much for this to be an exchange of ideas. As Governor it will be my intention to keep both an open door and an open mind on all such vital matters as the teaching of our children.

You may know that I am the father of two teen-age daughters and that my wife, Pat, spent several years as a public school teacher in California. I have formed a task force of some of California's leading educators and we have spent considerable time discussing education. But I make the point about being a parent and the husband of a one-time school teacher for the reason that in addressing you I recognize that I am corresponding with the members of the only profession where standards are set outside that profession; namely, by lay boards of education. In other words, we have made education the mutual concern and business of both educators and laymen and we must both bring our best thinking to the task of preparing our young people to live their lives.

Again, I have made a remark that I do not want you to take casually. We are preparing our young people for the job of living their lives in a free society with all of the responsibility that goes with it. We have no Siberia to which to send our educational rejects.

Our young people must learn to earn a living, enjoy life and contribute leadership to a continuing free society. We are educating them to become voters and not rubber stamps. Our schools must never become a leveling device; they must offer opportunity and challenge.

Let me briefly summarize for you the points I made September 30 on a statewide radio address on education:

1. I believe that the strength and vitality of our educational system lies in the autonomy of the local, diversified school system. There has been a trend toward state dictation of curricula which I believe should be reversed. At best, each new state program must carry with it an enabling act to assure financial support of the program.

2. I believe our goal must be better salaries for our teachers and less emphasis on fancy buildings.

3. I believe the Fisher Bill should be amended -- keeping its emphasis on academic subjects but removing its aspects which tend to downgrade vocational and physical education subjects.
4. We must take immediate action to solve the serious "drop-out" problem in California. It is social dynamite. The present administration accepts drop-outs as part of the welfare responsibility of the state. I think they are an educational responsibility.

5. We must give greater support to our junior colleges. They should not be almost the sole responsibility of the local property taxpayers.

6. We must greatly improve our pupil-teacher ratio.

7. The state must once again pay a fair share of the cost of the local school district.

8. The State Constitution should be amended to allow local school bond issues to be approved by a simple majority of the voters.

9. We must end our crowded classroom situation by a responsible school construction program.

10. We must end wasteful and arbitrary land and building requirements for state-financed schools.

11. We must improve the variety, quality and management of textbooks.

These are but a few of the points I should like to discuss with you, but space limitations make it necessary that I say no more, at this opportunity, on the subject of education. I will welcome hearing from you and I congratulate you on the responsibility you have undertaken as a member of the teaching profession. There is none more important to the future of our state and nation.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Richard Nixon
CTA

(please print your name here)

☐ Enroll me as a member of the Nixon for Governor Committee. I will actively support Dick Nixon and urge my associates, friends and neighbors to do the same.

I am also interested in:

☐ Doing precinct work in my home district ☐ office district ☐

☐ Doing volunteer work in area headquarters near me.

☐ Doing any other type of campaign work (state type of work you prefer)

I am a registered: Rep. ☐ Dem. ☐ Ind. ☐ (answer is optional)

You may use my name for publicity. Yes ☐ No ☐

SIGNATURE ____________________________ BUS. ADDRESS ____________________________

HOME ADDRESS ____________________________ CITY & COUNTY ____________________________

PHONES (Business) ____________________________ (Residence) ____________________________

(If you would like to make a voluntary financial contribution, please make check payable to "Nixon for Governor Committee". A return envelope is provided for your convenience.)
Dear Fellow Lawyer:

On November 6 the people of California will elect a new governor. The outcome of this election is of vital importance to us all as citizens of this state.

This year California will become the first state in population in the union. However, in other important statistics our state will not be first. California will not be first in economic growth or in creation of new industry. California will not be first in new business starts from new industries coming to our state. On the other hand, California will be first in its per capita tax burden. California's major crime rate leads the nation.

As lawyers of California we should be vitally concerned with restoring to California the economic vitality and the power to attract new business that has made our state a better place to practice law. As individuals or as heads of our families we should be concerned with California's rising crime rate. We should also be concerned as individuals on behalf of our clients about the unreasonable tax burden imposed on us all.

We urge each of you, whether Democrat, Republican or Independent, to join us in our support for Dick Nixon and to join the Lawyers for Nixon Committee. As members of the Committee your campaign responsibility will be to urge your friends, associates and colleagues to support Dick Nixon for governor. Our Committee is endeavoring to raise funds to enable Dick Nixon to appear on TV one additional night. Your contribution in the enclosed envelope will aid us in this project.

Sincerely,

LAWYERS FOR NIXON COMMITTEE

RICHARDS D. BARGER, Los Angeles
EUGENE BEST, Riverside
CURTIS DARLING, Bakersfield
WILLIAM J. EWING, El Centro
WILLIAM C. FARRER, Los Angeles
TAYLOR HANCOCK, Newport Beach

WILLIAM A. LUCKING, Ventura
THOMAS M. MULLEN, Santa Barbara
J. STANLEY MULLEN, Los Angeles
FRANKLIN B. ORFIELD, San Diego
J. STEVE WILLIAMS, San Bernardino
WILLIAM A. YALE, San Diego
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Nixon for Governor

To: Rose
From: Jimmy
Subject: Mailing
Distribution: Ed and Je, Morris Jones, E. Halmbach, G. McGlellan, Mail Office, L. Quinn, Ed Slavin, Dorothy Wrights

This mailing went to 32,000 sportsmen.

Date: 10/29
Dear Fellow Sportsman:

The men and women whose names you will note on this letterhead and many, many other sportsmen throughout the state join me in extending to you a cordial invitation to join with us in the formation of a statewide Sportsmen's Committee to support Dick Nixon's candidacy for the California Governorship.

The State of California has great need for a Governor who is sincerely interested in sports-recreation-conservation activities. In Dick Nixon we have such a candidate as the enclosed brochure highlighting his recreation-conservation program illustrates.

Our Sports Advisory Committee urges that you use your influence and energy in your home community in these closing weeks of Dick Nixon's campaign to do everything possible to further his election.

Our committee is attempting to make this statewide mailing to sports fans self-supporting. Your contribution will help defray costs of printing and postage. A return envelope is enclosed for your convenience.

Join with us. We'll WIN WITH NIXON.

Cordially yours,

Bob Reynolds
Chairman
Sports Advisory Committee
How Dick Nixon will aid California sports
Dear Doctor:

The purpose of this letter is to solicit your help in electing a new Governor for California. It is time for a change... to effect this change we need your help.

As Veterinarians we are constantly aware of the weakness of the California Small Business environment. Richard Nixon can change this.

- We need a leader who strongly believes in the free enterprise system - not centralized, socialistic and powerful state government.
- We need as Governor, Richard Nixon, who has pledged to streamline the "red tape" and bureaucracy, currently existing -- to save money for the taxpayers.
- We need Richard Nixon to create a positive program for improving the business climate of California -- the fastest growing State in this country.
- We need Richard Nixon to improve education in California by resisting Federal control, while giving a wider choice of textbooks, more fully recognizing the need for vocational training, initiating effective anti-communist education, and re-examining the tax structure to relieve economic pressure on education and real property taxpayers.

Regardless of our political affiliations, we have an obligation to exercise our American right to vote on November 6.

We believe that Richard Nixon is the man that California needs to guide it through the critical years ahead. We hope you will join us in support of our candidate, and thank you for giving this message your earnest consideration.

WIN WITH NIXON!

[Signature]
Dear Colleague:

Many of us joined the Scholars for Nixon Committee two years ago. This committee rendered valuable service by endorsing the high level scholarship, as well as public administrative ability, which Dick Nixon brings to his task of politician. Though we did not win the 1960 election, Dick Nixon DID carry California. And we are again organizing a Scholars for Nixon Committee to help him become the next Governor of our State.

My decision to endorse Dick Nixon in this overt fashion is based upon the fundamental soundness of his economic thinking and resulting policies and decision making potentials. It is my opinion, along with that of many of my colleagues whom I have been fortunate in contacting personally, that his type of economic decision making is sorely needed in our state at this time.

Dick Nixon's views on some of the current economic issues confronting our state are set forth as parts of the two brochures enclosed. Likewise they specify some of the evidence of his ability as a decisive public administrator.

Will you join me in a new Scholars for Nixon Committee? I know that Dick would be proud to have your support. If you agree to join, your task would be to actively endorse our candidate among your colleagues, students and other friends.

If you desire to accept this important public responsibility, please send in the enclosed card at once so we may add your name to the rapidly growing list of Scholars for Nixon. Our committee is trying to make its program self-supporting. Your contribution would help us pay for printing and postage. A return envelope is enclosed for your convenience.

WIN WITH NIXON!

Sincerely,

Park J. Ewart, Co-Chairman
Scholars for Nixon Committee

Encls.
To: Destiny Wright

10,000 of these went out the week of Oct 8

to Small Businesses.
Dear Fellow Businessman:

IT’S TIME FOR A CHANGE! To affect this change, we need your help! We are not only asking you to vote for Nixon, but through yourself start a chain letter to all businessmen throughout California. This we strongly believe will overwhelmingly elect Dick Nixon as our next Governor.

Why Dick Nixon?

• We need a leader who strongly believes in the free enterprise system - not centralized, socialistic and powerful state government.
• We need as Governor, Dick Nixon, who has pledged to streamline the "red tape" and bureaucracy, currently existing - to save money for the taxpayers.
• We need Dick Nixon to create a positive program for improving the business climate of California - the fastest growing State in this country.
• We need Dick Nixon to carry out his program for the Economic Cure of this State. (See enclosed reprint.)

Small businessmen throughout the State are "boiling mad" at the ineptness of the present State administration to improve our business climate.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?? PLENTY!!

Photostat, retype or reprint this letter and the enclosed reprint. Mail to at least ten of your business friends in your locality. Send financial support in the enclosed envelope to help defray cost of this mailing. Vote for Nixon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

WIN WITH NIXON

William B. Logan
Chairman
California Small Business Committee
For Nixon
Nixon for Governor

To: 
From: 
Subject: 

Distribution:

Date: Oct 20, 1962

This will be put in to 10 all residences this week.
Dear Fellow Businessman:

IT'S TIME FOR A CHANGE! To affect this change, we need your help! We are not only asking you to vote for Nixon, but through yourself start a chain letter to all businessmen throughout California. This we strongly believe will overwhelmingly elect Dick Nixon as our next Governor.

Why Dick Nixon?

• We need a leader who strongly believes in the free enterprise system - not centralized, socialistic and powerful state government.

• We need as Governor, Dick Nixon, who has pledged to streamline the "red tape" and bureaucracy, currently existing - to save money for the taxpayers.

• We need Dick Nixon to create a positive program for improving the business climate of California - the fastest growing State in this country.

• We need Dick Nixon to carry out his program for the Economic Cure of this State. (See enclosed reprint.)

Small businessmen throughout the State are "boiling mad" at the ineptness of the present State administration to improve our business climate.

WHAT CAN YOU DO?? PLENTY!!

Photostat, retype or reprint this letter and the enclosed reprint. Mail to at least ten of your business friends in your locality. Send financial support in the enclosed envelope to help defray cost of this mailing. Vote for Nixon . . . . . and . . . . . .

WIN WITH NIXON

William B. Logan
Chairman
California Small Business Committee
For Nixon
Dear Fellow Manufacturer:

The forthcoming gubernatorial election will undoubtedly be one of the most significant in the history of our state. It is of paramount importance that we elect a man who will understand our business problems and initiate sound solutions to expand our progress and prosperity. In Dick Nixon, we have a dynamic leader who is pledged to reverse present trends which are detrimental to our industry.

Employers' taxes have been raised in order to pay for extensive liberalizations of unemployment benefits which have seriously depleted the Unemployment Insurance Fund. The estimated added cost to California employees is $160 million.

Disability insurance is financed by employees. Liberalization of the program in 1959 and 1961 has resulted in a squeeze on voluntary plans, and increased taxes on employees.

Workman's compensation insurance rates have increased 16.7%, which is triple the accumulated increase over the past decade.

With the high cost of these programs to both employer and employee, it is imperative that we have a new state administration dedicated to prevent abuse of these funds.

Dick Nixon is pledged to carry out the purpose of unemployment, disability and compensation insurance, but will not allow unchecked chiseling to run rampant, depleting the funds and causing a new rise in rates.

Whether you are a Republican, discerning Democrat or Independent, we invite you to join our committee and help us restore the best possible business climate in California.

Our committee is attempting to make its program self-supporting. Your contribution will help us pay printing and postage for this mailing. A return envelope is enclosed for your convenience.

WIN WITH NIXON!

Sincerely,

Gary Malouf, Chairman
Apparel Manufacturers for Nixon
1,500 mailed to approval files.

Oct. 11, 1962
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Nixon for Governor

To: WHOA

From: Jimmy

Subject: Bulletin

Distribution: J. and J., Chris Jones, C. Helmsch, C. McGiffen, Bill Office

Lou Hen, Ed Levin, R. Bright.

The attached bulletin went to 1,000 redical doctors. The one included in my name on Oct. 17, 1962 was sent in error and had been mailed during the primary.
Dear Doctor:

Before you make up your mind as to whom you will support as a candidate for Governor of the state of California in the June 5th Primary, remember this one vitally important fact. Of all the aspirants to the governorship, only Richard Nixon has fought socialized medicine in all its forms at both the national level (as Vice-President) and now in the state of California as a candidate for Governor!

Richard Nixon has declared in the public press and in personal appearances before physician audiences that he is totally and unalterably opposed to any interference by state or national government in the private practice of medicine. Listen to his words spoken in Los Angeles on February 22, 1962, to the Los Angeles County Medical Association: "...the King-Anderson Bill smacks of the compulsory, big government approach...it undermines the traditional doctor-patient relationship...medical care is too important for quackery of any kind - even the political variety!"

Is there any doubt in your mind as to which candidate is your best friend?

We urge you and your friends to vote for Dick Nixon. Please fill out the enclosed card and return to Nixon Headquarters. Your financial contribution is urgently needed NOW to push this campaign to ultimate victory. A return envelope is enclosed for your convenience.

WIN WITH NIXON!

Sincerely,

Committee of Doctors
for Nixon
Dear Doctor:

As the gubernatorial battle in our state enters the "home stretch", our colleagues on the PHYSICIANS FOR NIXON COMMITTEE are hopeful that you will enlist the support of your friends and associates and do everything else possible to see that Dick Nixon is elected Governor of California.

Dick Nixon's qualifications as a dynamic and experienced leader and administrator are well known. However, it is of vital importance - and particularly to all in our profession - that he is totally and irrevocably opposed to the King-Anderson Bill or any other federal government encroachment upon the private practice of medicine. This is a matter of public record dating back to 1960, and restated on more than one occasion this year before members of the Los Angeles County Medical Association.

I am optimistic that with your help we can WIN WITH NIXON. Your loyalty, influence and financial support are urgently needed now in these crucial closing weeks of the campaign. We plan a "massive mailing" throughout the state in about two weeks. Campaign funds are limited and our committee has been asked to raise a minimum of $10,000 to help finance this major campaign program. Please make this possible by sending a generous contribution today in the enclosed envelope.

WIN WITH NIXON!

Cordially,

James C. Doyle, M.D.
Chairman, Southern California Physicians for Nixon
Dear Fellow Musician:

We are about to elect a Governor for California, and we, the members of the Musicians For Nixon organizing committee, ask that you join us in helping elect the RIGHT man.

Regardless of our political affiliations, we must be concerned about the lack of jobs for musicians. Our jobs depend on full employment in all business and industry. Without it, hotels, restaurants and clubs suffer -- and so do we. The Brown administration's anti-business record is self-evident and can lead only to increasing unemployment and fewer jobs for musicians.

We must also be concerned with the crime rate and the increasing burden of taxation. Let's take a look at the record:

* California has the worst record of major crime in the nation despite the efforts of dedicated local law enforcement officials. Brown ignored the need for effective narcotics legislation until 1961, despite a petition signed by hundreds of thousands of citizens and despite deaths in Los Angeles County High Schools.

* California today has the highest total state and local tax collections in the nation. During Brown's four years as Governor, per capita tax collections have gone up 23%, but per capita income has gone up only 9%.

* Brown's high-tax policies are preventing new industries from coming to California -- and even forcing some existing firms to leave the state. California unemployment has been above the national average, and 20,000 additional jobs must be found each month for those moving into the state.

Dick Nixon has pledged himself to cut government costs, hold the line on taxes, and do everything in his power to improve the business climate and attract new industry.

As fellow musicians, we earnestly solicit your vote and that of your friends and associates for Dick Nixon on November 6.

Our committee is trying to make its program self-supporting. Your contribution returned in the enclosed envelope will help us pay printing and postage. We also hope you will fill out the enclosed card and return immediately in the same envelope.

WIN WITH NIXON!

Sincerely,

Ray Noval, Chairman
Union Musicians for Nixon
Today, 143,000 of these went out on Oct 16.

Jennifer

This may be a duplication. Can you confirm, please, given you so many.
Dear Fellow Manufacturer:

The forthcoming gubernatorial election will undoubtedly be one of the most significant in the history of our state. It is of paramount importance that we elect a man who will understand our business problems and initiate sound solutions to expand our progress and prosperity. In Dick Nixon, we have a dynamic leader who is pledged to reverse present trends which are detrimental to our industry.

Employers' taxes have been raised in order to pay for extensive liberalizations of unemployment benefits which have seriously depleted the Unemployment Insurance Fund. The estimated added cost to California employees is $160 million.

Disability insurance is financed by employees. Liberalization of the program in 1959 and 1961 has resulted in a squeeze on voluntary plans, and increased taxes on employees.

Workman's compensation insurance rates have increased 16.7%, which is triple the accumulated increase over the past decade.

With the high cost of these programs to both employer and employee, it is imperative that we have a new state administration dedicated to prevent abuse of these funds.

Dick Nixon is pledged to carry out the purpose of unemployment, disability and compensation insurance, but will not allow unchecked chiseling to run rampant, depleting the funds and causing a new rise in rates.

Whether you are a Republican, discerning Democrat or Independent, we invite you to join our committee and help us restore the best possible business climate in California.

Our committee is attempting to make its program self-supporting. Your contribution will help us pay printing and postage for this mailing. A return envelope is enclosed for your convenience.

WIN WITH NIXON!

Sincerely,

Gary Malouf, Chairman
Apparel Manufacturers for Nixon
Dear Fellow Insurance Men and Women:

The business of insurance is one of the last bulwarks of private enterprise and this deeply concerns each of us.

Have you carefully considered the course our great state has followed during the past four years? Are you, like us, also concerned about the indecision in high places, growing bureaucracy and higher taxes without a commensurate increase in service to the people of California.

We want California well governed by men and women of the highest calibre. That is why we want Richard Nixon to be elected Governor in November.

Please join us in actively supporting a man whose courage, leadership, decisiveness and enthusiasm will mean the restoration of good government in Sacramento. You can help in these ways:

1. Fill out and return the enclosed card so that you can be included as a member of this Committee of Insurance Men and Women for Nixon. Code number 19 designates this as an Insurance Industry Committee card.

2. Talk about Nixon for Governor and write personal letters to as many friends and associates as possible, urging them to support the candidacy of Mr. Nixon.

3. If you have been or will be asked to serve on a separate Nixon local or county committee or contribute to it, please do so. Also give them the prestige of your name and assistance.

4. Vote for Nixon on November 6th.

If you wonder "Who's paying for this mailing?" the answer is "We are, through voluntary contributions made in response to this letter." The option of contributing $1, $10 or $100 is open to anyone. If you want to assume this distinction of good citizenship, it will be appreciated.

May we hear from you soon?

WIN WITH NIXON!

Sincerely yours,

Russell S. Reagan
Chairman
Insurance Industry For Nixon

THINK NIXON---TALK NIXON---WRITE NIXON---VOTE NIXON
INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Nixon for Governor

To: [Name]

From: [Name]

Subject: Mailings

Distribution: [List of names]

Date: 10/26

This mailing went out to 43,000 alumni.
Dear fellow Bruin:

As Bruin Alumni, we feel a special obligation to help preserve sound state government. We are especially concerned about the present governor’s willingness to "play politics" with higher education in California.

We believe our state needs Dick Nixon. We believe he is the best qualified to govern our nation’s #1 State — he is a proven leader, an able administrator, and his integrity is unquestioned.

We believe Dick Nixon will eliminate wasteful, extravagant government; take decisive action; improve the economic and tax climate; and, would never jeopardize, for political purposes, the needs of our State’s higher educational institutions.

But, to win the election Dick Nixon needs energetic and enthusiastic support — to tell his story to all voters, regardless of party affiliation. Therefore, if you value the future of your state as highly as we think you do, we urge you to work for, and vote for Richard M. Nixon.

Let’s make our dedication to our alma mater and our interest in good government be a part of the Nixon victory November 6th.

Cordially,

M. Philip Davis, Chairman
Bruin Alumni for Nixon Committee
Dear Fellow Dentist:

There is no other way. We must put an end to Brown's socialistic leanings and directions of the Health Services. You dentists of Southern California must become dedicated workers and help elect Richard Nixon Governor of California on November 6.

Dick Nixon believes in the advancing of the free enterprise system for not only dentistry and medicine, but for all people of our State -- industry, business and labor. Mr. Nixon wishes to improve the cost of State Government down to a realistic experience rate, rather than the most costly per capita of any state in the Union.

Think what these four major points will do for California:

1. Streamline welfare programs.
2. Cut and control crime.
3. Improve education by resisting Federal Control.
4. Lead the Nation in fighting communism.

Everyone of us must help to obtain undecided voters. We must talk to our patients and friends and convince these people of the needed change in Sacramento. We are also asking your financial support to aid in bringing these messages to the people of California. A return envelope is enclosed for your convenience.

Sincerely,

John B. Wilson, D.D.S.
Chairman